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Outline

This a proposal for building a Global TRIZ Community effectively.

This was written on the basis of my recent review of TRIZ Links in the World and the lessons learnt from my Web site "TRIZ Home Page in Japan".

My proposal is:
1. Let's build many Public Web sites in different TRIZ communities,
2. and set both Outward-looking and Inward-looking Windows on them for overcoming the language barriers,
3. and form an autonomous Global Network of them in the Internet.

These efforts will realize our vision of:

A Global TRIZ Community intermediated by many Public Web sites for different TRIZ communities.

Proposal: Stage 1.

Let's build many Public Web sites in different TRIZ communities.

- Information hub, and document repository in TRIZ
- Contributed by many authors
- Not private, not official
  - Desirable to be supported (but not controlled) by non-profit organizations
- Operated by Editor(s), having some fair policy
- In each country, in each language region,
- Accessible whoever, wherever, whenever.

Variations of Web Sites: Aspect (A): Posting the Articles

- Private (Personal)
- Private (Company)
- Open (Wiki)
- Public (Single Editor)
- Official (Organization)
- Public (Conference)
- Public (Editorial)
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Proposed Stage 2:

In the Public Web sites in TRIZ:

- Prepare 'Out-ward Looking Windows'
  for the community people (J) to access to global articles
  (translated into their mother tongue (J))

- Prepare 'In-ward Looking Windows'
  for the people over the globe to access to the local (J) articles
  (translated into the global common language (E))
i.e. also for the community people (J) to present their works globally.
Proposal: Stage 3:
Form a global network of such Public Web Sites
• Choose English as the de fact common language
• Form a Global Network of such Public Web Sites in the Internet
• Public Web Sites are independent of one another, and collaborate together smoothly
• The Global Network can grow and work autonomously. -- No official control/regulations are necessary.

This will form a Global Community in TRIZ.
-- This will be a pioneering case of global communities in any subject.